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Attempt to distinguish electric signals of a dichotomous nature
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Three types of electric signals were analyzed: Ion current fluctuations in membrane channels~ICFMC!,
Seismic electric signals activities~SES!, and ‘‘artificial’’ noises~AN!. The wavelet transform, when applied to
the conventional time domain, does not allow a classification of these signals, but does so in the ‘‘natural’’ time
domain. A classification also becomes possible, if we study^xq&2^x&q versusq, wherex stands for the
‘‘natural’’ time. For q values approximately between 1 and 2 the signals are classified and ICFMC lies between
the other two types. Forq51, the ‘‘entropy’’ S[^x lnx&2^x&ln^x& of ICFMC almost equals that of a ‘‘uni-
form’’ distribution, while the AN and SES have larger and smallerS values, respectively. The recent@P.
Varotsos, N. Sarlis, and E. Skordas, Phys. Rev. E67, 021109~2003!# finding that, in short time scales, both
SES and AN~which are shown to be non-Markovian! result in comparable detrended fluctuation analysis
exponentsaP(1.0,1.5) is revisited. Even a Markovian dichotomous time series, in short time scales, leads to
similar a exponents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Single ionic channels in a membrane open and cl
spontaneously in a stochastic way, resulting in current
voltage changes, which resemble the realizations of rand
telegraph signals, RTS~see Refs.@1,2#, and references
therein!. A second type of signals, which have also an R
feature, are the so-called seismic electric signals~SES! ac-
tivities. These are low frequency (<1 Hz) changes of the
electric field of the earth that have been found in Gre
@3–7# and Japan@8,9# to precede earthquakes with lead tim
ranging from several hours to a few months. It has be
suggested@3# that SES activities are emitted when acritical
stress is approached in the focal area. Beyond the SES
tivities, however, the data collection system~sampling rate
f exp51 Hz) also records ‘‘artificial’’ noises~AN!, i.e., elec-
trical disturbances due to nearby man-made electr
sources. Figure 1 shows excerpts of a number of these t
types of signals, i.e., ICFMC~ion current fluctuations in
membrane channels!, SES activities and AN~they are pre-
sented in normalized units, i.e., by subtracting the meanm
and dividing by the standard deviations). The latter have
been intentionally selected@10# to exhibit a RTS feature
similar to that of SES activities. This RTS feature allows
to construct@10# the time series of subsequently high-lev
(Th) and low-level (Tl) durations~dwell times! $Th, j% j 51

Nh ,

$Tl , j% j 51
Nl , whereNh and Nl(5Nh21) are the total numbe

of the high- and low-level states’ durations@11#, respectively.
In previous publications, various statistical methods~e.g.,

Hurst and detrended fluctuation analysis, DFA! lead to
power-law exponents, which are consistent with long-ran
correlations for both SES activities@12# and AN @10#, as
earlier found@13# for ICFMC. Aiming at the classification o
these three types of electric signals, a power spectrum an
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sis in the ‘‘natural’’ time domain~see below! was also made
and led to the following results@10#: In the low frequency
range, it seems that certain power spectrum characteri
distinguish SES activities from AN, while ICFMC lie in th
boundary between the other two types of signals. The nat
time x is introduced@5,12# by ascribing to thekth pulse of an
electric signal~Fig. 1!, consisting ofN pulses, the valuexk
5k/N and the analysis is made in terms of the cou
(xk ,Qk) whereQk stands for the duration of thekth pulse.
The quantityQk is the so-called dwell time, but for the high
level only, Qk5Th,k . Figure 2 shows how the electric sig
nals of Fig. 1 are read in the natural time, i.e.,pk or p(x)
versusxk or x, respectively, wherepk5Qk /(n51

N Qn .
Since the power spectrum and the correlation analysis~the

conventional DFA! can measure only one exponent, the
methods are more suitable for the investigation of monofr
tal signals. In several cases, however, the records canno
accounted for by a single scaling exponent~i.e., do not ex-
hibit a simple monofractal behavior!. Recall@14–17# that the

FIG. 1. Excerpts of ICFMC (f exp510 kHz), four SES activi-
ties, labeledK1, K2, A, U, and six artificial noises, labeledn1 –n6
( f exp51 Hz). The signals are presented in normalized units, i.e.
subtracting the mean valuem and dividing bys ~see the text!. For
the sake of clarity, all signals~except ofn6) are displaced vertically
by constant factors.
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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VAROTSOS, SARLIS, AND SKORDAS PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031106 ~2003!
root mean square variability of the detrended process in D
varies with scalel asFDFA( l ); l a. In some examples, ther
exist crossover~time! scales separating regimes with diffe
ent scaling exponents. This was the case of the SES activ
in Ref. @12# ~see their Fig. 6! which reported different DFA
exponents for timesDt smaller than around 30 s and larg
than'30 s ~Fig. 3! ~i.e, a'1.2 and 0.9, respectively!. This
point was found necessary to be revisited in this pape
order to elucidate the possible origin of the DFA behavior
the short time scales. In general, if a multitude of scal
exponents is required for a full description of the scali
behavior, a multifractal analysis must be applied~e.g., Ref.
@18#, and references therein!. A multifractal analysis can be
performed by the wavelet transform~e.g., @19–22#! as well
as by the multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis@23,24#
~MF-DFA!. In MF-DFA @24#, theqth order fluctuation func-
tion Fq( l ) scales asFq( l ); l h(q), where the functionh(q) is

FIG. 2. The signals of Fig. 1, but read in the natural time d
main „for p(x) see also Refs.@5,12#….

FIG. 3. The DFA analysis for three indicative signals mention
in Fig. 1. The continuous straight line corresponds toa51 and is
drawn for the sake of convenience. The dotted straight lines co
spond toa51.2.
03110
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called generalized Hurst exponent. For stationary time se
h(2) is identical@24# to the well known Hurst exponentH,
i.e., h(2)5H. For monofractal time seriesh(q) is indepen-
dent of q, while for multifractal seriesh(q) depends onq.
MF-DFA was recently applied@10# to the time series of SES
activities and AN. This multifractal analysis, when carrie
out in the conventional time frame, did not lead to any d
tinction between these two types of signals. On the ot
hand, if the analysis is made in the natural time domain
distinction becomes possible@10#. One of the aims of the
present paper is to investigate whether this holds, if wav
transform, instead of MF-DFA, is employed.

Beyond the two points mentioned above, the present
per aims, in general, at the classification of the three type
signals, which although look to be similar, they are emitt
from systems of different dynamics. More specifically, it pr
vides an attempt to find rules in order to distinguish~true!
SES activities from AN, which is practically an importan
problem. The parallel study of ICFMC is motivated by th
aforementioned finding@10# that the power spectrum analy
sis in the natural time domain reveals that ICFMC lie—ve
close to a uniform distribution and—in the boundary b
tween the other two types of signals.

The present paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, D
is revisited in order to shed light on the exponenta'1.2 that
has been found in short scales for both SES activities
AN. These two types of signals are studied in Sec. III
applying the wavelet transform. In Secs. IV and V, we sh
that the fluctuation function̂xq&2^x&q and the ‘‘entropy’’
^xqlnx&2^x&qln^x& may serve for the classification of th
three types of signals. Sec. VI is reserved for a short disc
sion of the results, while the conclusions are summarized
Sec. VII.

II. DETRENDED FLUCTUATION ANALYSIS REVISITED

The relation betweenFDFA and the power spectral densit
S(v) is given by@16#

FDFA
2 ~ l !5

l

2pE0

`

S~w/ l !r DFA~w!dw, ~1!

wherew denotes thedimensionlessfrequency andr DFA(w)
is given from@16#

r DFA~w!5@w428w222424w2cos~w!124 cos~w!

124w sin~w!#/w6. ~2!

In a Markovian dichotomous time series the probabil
densities~dwell-time distributions! for the time spent in a
single sojourn in the states ‘‘high’’ and ‘‘low,’’ respectively
are both exponential, i.e.,p1(T)}exp(2T/thigh), p2(T)
}exp(2T/tlow), whereas the field-field conditional probabil
ties vary @25# exponentially with a ‘‘relaxation’’ time
te f f ,1/te f f[1/thigh11/t low ~see also Ref.@11#!. Assuming
that the states low and high have amplitudes 0 andDE, we
find @11#

-

d

e-
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ATTEMPT TO DISTINGUISH ELECTRIC SIGNALS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 031106 ~2003!
S~v!5
4~DE!2te f f

2

~t low1thigh!~11v2te f f
2 !

. ~3!

Using Eqs.~1!–~3!, we plot in Fig. 4~a!, the FDFA( l )
versusl /te f f for a dichotomous Markovian process, whi
Fig. 4~b! depicts S(v) versus v/ve f f where ve f f
[2p/te f f , using Eq.~3!. Concerning the DFA exponenta,
Fig. 4~a! shows the following:

~i! For short time scales~high frequencies!, i.e., Dt
!te f f , the DFA exponent approaches the valuea51.5.
~Note that such a behavior is expected for any signal wit
high frequency spectrum as given in Eq.~3!, see below.!

~ii ! For large time scales~low frequencies!, i.e., Dt
@te f f , we finda50.5, as expected.

~iii ! For intermediate scales, comparable tote f f , DFA ex-
ponents exceeding unity~e.g., 1.2 or so! naturally emerge.

Recall that the points above hold in the conventional ti
frame. If the analysis is performed in the natural time dom
~cf. considering as ‘‘high’’ either of the two states in th
Markovian series!, we find DFA exponenta50.5 @e.g., Fig.
5~b!# and power spectrum exponentb50. These values may
elucidate the Markovian nature of the time series, avoid

FIG. 4. The case of a Markovian dichotomous signal:~a! the
variability measureFDFA ~thick line, in units ofDE) vs l /te f f and
~b! the normalized power spectral densityS(v)/S(0) ~thick line! vs
v/ve f f . The thin straight continuous~dotted! lines correspond to
the short~long! time ranges.

FIG. 5. ~a! The variability measureFDFA(Dt) ~in units of DE)
for three Markovian dichotomous time-series, calculated withte f f

54 ~triangles!, 10 ~open circles!, and 100 s~open squares!. The
continuous lines, in each case, correspond to the theoretical es
tion described in Sec. II.~b! Same as in~a!, but calculated when the
time series are read in the natural time domain. The straight l
@dotted in ~a!, solid in ~b! correspond toa50.5]. The curves are
shifted relative to each other by constant factors.
03110
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the existence of the aforementioned characteristic interm
ate scaling regions that appear in the conventional t
frame.

We now turn to the appearance of the crossover atDt
'30 s for both the SES activities and AN found in Ref.@10#.
We first clarify that these signals are non-Markovian~and
their long-range correlations mainly arise from their dicho
mous nature@10,12#!. Here their non-Markovianity was fur
ther investigated by calculating@11# the ~non-Markovian!
quantitative global measureG, as defined in Ref.@1#. As an
example, for the casesK1 andn1, we found@11# G values
that exceed by one order of magnitude the correspondinG
values for computer-generated Markovian dichotomous
ries of comparable length. This suggests the non-Markov
character of the experimental data. The non-Markovianity
both SES activities and AN was also investigated by me
of the dwell-time distributions: The cumulantss2/m2, skew-
ness, andkurtosiswere calculated@11# for the series of the
high-(Th) and low-(Tl) level states’ durations for all the SE
activities and AN; the resulting values show@11# that none of
the time series could be compatible with an exponen
~dwell-time! distribution and hence Markovian. We now d
fine for non-Markovian time series the quantity^T& in an
analogous way with the quantityte f f introduced above for
the Markovian ones, i.e., 1/^T&[1/̂ Th&11/̂ Tl&. These val-
ues of^T& for all SES activities and AN mentioned in Fig. 1
are given in Ref.@11#. In Fig. 5~a!, we give examples of DFA
plots for Markovian time series that have various values
te f f , two of which (te f f54 s and 10 s, upper two curves!
have been intentionally selected to be comparable with^T&
of the SES activities and AN. We note that a crossover
curs almost at thesame region ~with almost thesamea
exponents at the short scalesonly! for the upper two curves
of both Figs. 3 and 5~a!. In other words, in short time scales
even Markovian dichotomous time series~that havete f f val-
ues comparable tôT& of the SES activities and AN! result in
a values in the range 1<a<1.5 ~with a crossover atDt
'30 s). More generally, we can state that not only signals
dichotomous nature, but any signal with a high frequen
spectrum as given in Eq.~3! will lead to the same scaling
behavior ofFDFA(Dt) for small time lagsDt ~irrespectively
of the particular shape of the signal; for example, a Gauss
signal with this spectrum will be much smoother and w
display a continuity of values rather than only two steps!.

III. THE WAVELET TRANSFORM

We start with the application of the continuous wave
transform to the original time series of the SES activities a
AN depicted in Fig. 1. As an example, we present in Fig
the results of the wavelet transform modulus maxim
~WTMM ! method that was applied@11#, using theLASTWAVE

@26# software and theg4 wavelet~i.e., the fourth derivative
of the Gaussian@11#!. An inspection of Fig. 6 reveals that th
curves showing theq dependence ofh(q): ~i! suggest the
multifractal character of both types of signals and~ii ! are not
classified, thus not allowing any obvious distinction betwe
SES activities and AN.

The same conclusion is drawn@see Fig. 7~a!# if we apply

a-

s
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VAROTSOS, SARLIS, AND SKORDAS PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031106 ~2003!
the orthogonal wavelet transform analysis@11# to the time
series of the signals mentioned in Fig. 1. This analysis w
made with the program provided by Veitchet al. @27#, using
a Daubechies 1~i.e., Haar! wavelet @28#. In summary, the

FIG. 6. Theq dependence of the generalized Hurst expon
h(q), resulting from the application of the WTMM method using
g4 wavelet@11#. For the sake of clarity, the continuous curves c
respond to the four SES activities~bold symbols!, while for AN
thinner symbols were used.

FIG. 7. Theq dependence of the generalized Hurst expon
h(q) resulting from the orthogonal wavelet transform analysis@11#
using a Daubechies 1 wavelet. The continuous curves correspo
the SES activities and the broken to AN:~a! of the original time
series~Fig. 1! and~b! of the series read in the natural time doma
~Fig. 2!. Note that the signalsA andn6 could not be analyzed in th
natural time domain due to the small number of data points.
03110
s

wavelet transform analysis when applied to the conventio
time frame does not seem to provide a distinction betw
SES activities and AN.

We now proceed to the application of the wavelet tra
form to the signals as they are read in the natural time
main ~Fig. 2!. The results of the orthogonal wavelet tran
form analysis~cf. WTMM could not be reliably applied in
view of the small number of points!, using again a
Daubechies 1 wavelet@28#, are depicted in Fig. 7~b!. An
inspection of theseh(q) versusq curves, in spite of the large
estimation errors~see Table I!, seems to show a classificatio
as follows: Forq values around 2 or larger the resultingh
values for the SES activities are higher than those of the A
In summary, the wavelet transform analysis allows a disti
tion between SES activities and ANif it is applied to the
natural time domain.

IV. THE FLUCTUATION FUNCTION Šxq
‹ÀŠx‹

q

The qth order fluctuation function̂xq&2^x&q versusq,
for all the electric signals, is depicted in Fig. 8~a!, in the
range 0,q<2 ~recall that@5# ^xm&5(kxk

mpk). This figure
shows that the curves for the SES activities and AN, at le
in the rangeqP(1,2#, fall practically into two different

t

-

t

to

FIG. 8. ~a! and~b! correspond to the function̂xq&2^x&q and its
derivative ^xqlnx&2^x&qln^x& with respect toq, vs q. ICFMC—
thick continuous line; SES activities—thin solid lines; AN—broke
lines. The uncertainties, forq52 in ~a! and for q51 in ~b! are
given in Table I.
6-4
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TABLE I. Summary of the results in the natural time-domain.

Signal h(2)a h(2)b S k1
c

K1 0.9860.08 0.9160.10 0.06760.003 0.06360.003
K2 0.9260.10 0.9460.17 0.08160.003 0.07860.004
A 0.8760.27 0.07060.008 0.06860.004
U 0.9860.13 1.1060.27 0.09260.004 0.07160.004
ICFMC 0.8660.07d 0.09660.003 0.08060.003
Uniform ln(2)/221/4 1/12
n1 0.6860.07 0.8660.12 0.14360.003 0.11560.003
n2 0.7960.03 0.8160.05 0.10360.003 0.09360.003
n3 0.7860.06 0.6960.11 0.11760.010 0.10060.008
n4 0.7660.06 0.8460.13 0.10660.010 0.10060.013
n5 0.6860.05 0.7760.08 0.09160.011 0.08660.007
n6 0.7860.20 0.10260.007 0.08460.004

aFrom MF-DFA in the natural time domain.
bFrom the orthogonal wavelet transform in the natural time domain.
cFrom Ref.@10#. Note thatn1 –n5 correspond toN1 –N5 andn6 to N9 ~cf. the symbolsN1 –N5 andN9,
instead ofn1 –n6, were used in Ref.@10#!.
dThis exponent corresponds to the closed states for ICFMC@32#.
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classes~thus allowing a distinction!, while the ICFMC curve
lies just between them. The results of SES activities, foq
52, scatter around the value@12#: k1@[^x2&2^x&2#
50.07, obtained@5,12# from the theory of critical phenom
ena. Thek1 value that corresponds to the ICFMC data is@12#
0.08060.003, while for the AN it is larger than around 0.08
@10#. The latter value (ku51/12'0.083) is just that corre-
sponding to a uniform~u! distribution forpk ~see Ref.@10#!;
thus, the difference (1/12)2k1 ([Dk) could be considered
as a measure of the deviation of a signal from that havin
uniform distribution.

V. THE ENTROPY

The derivative of the function̂xq&2^x&q, with respect to
q, i.e.,^xqlnx&2^x&qln^x&, is plotted in Fig. 8~b! versusq. We
may see again a classification, but here we pay attentio
the region aroundq51. The term̂ x ln x&2^x&ln^x& is remi-
niscent of an excessive entropy~see pp. 26–28 of Ref.@3#,
but recall that the usual expressions of the thermodyna
potentials, in terms of macroscopic variables, break down
from equilibrium @3# and the behavior of entropy is still
matter of intensive investigation@29#!. In such a simplified
scheme, the ICFMC lies just in the boundary between
SES activities~critical dynamics! and the AN~more ‘‘disor-
der’’!.

Let us now further study the aforementioned values of
quantity ^x ln x&2^x&ln^x&. For reasons of brevity, this wil
be hereafter called entropy and labeledS, i.e., S[^x ln x&
2^x&ln^x&. It consists of two termsSx[2^x lnx& and S^x&
[2^x& ln^x& and henceS52Sx1S^x& . Considering that
(d/dx)@x2/42(x2/2)lnx#52xln x and taking into accoun
that for a uniform~u! distribution ^x&51/2, we find Sx,u
51/4 andS^x&5(1/2)ln 2'0.3466. Thus, the entropySu of
the uniform distribution has the valueSu'0.0966. In Ref.
@11#, we study the expected values, along with their va
03110
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ances, fork1 andS for a uniform distribution as a function o
the number of the high-level statesNh . The values ofk1 and
S for all the SES activities and AN of Fig. 1 are shown
Table I. The fact that onlyn5 among AN seems to have
smaller entropy thanSu (S@n5#50.09160.011) might be
understood as follows: Forn5, we haveNh'400 for which
Ref. @11# reveals that the aforementioned value of 0.091 d
fers only by an amount smaller than one standard deviat
from Su .

Therefore the three types of electric signals appear to
classified as follows: AN have an entropy larger than that
the uniform distribution, i.e.,S.Su , while the SES activities

FIG. 9. Combined results of the analyses made in the nat
time domain: SES activities—K1, K2, A, U ~full squares!, AN—
n1 to n6 ~open squares!. The h(2) values were obtained by MF
DFA ~Table I!. For ICFMC, the power-law exponents reported
Ref. @32# for the open states~labeled ICFMCo) and the closed state
~labeled ICFMCc) were used. The thick straight lines show the tw
groups resulting from the application@11# of theK-MEANS clustering
algorithm ~the full and open circles correspond to the centroids
the two groups!.
6-5
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exhibit S values smaller thanSu . As for the ICFMC, theS
value lies very close toSu .

VI. DISCUSSION

We first discuss the results of the wavelet transform in
natural time domain. Recalling thath(2)5H, the results
~see the third column in Table I! could be understood in th
following context: The fact that the Hurst exponentH for the
SES activities~critical dynamics@3#! is close to unity, may
reflect@10# that the intensity of their long-range correlatio
is appreciably stronger than that for the AN~whoseH lies
approximately in the range 0.69–0.86!. This finding is con-
sistent with the results deduced@10# by MF-DFA in the natu-
ral time domain, which for the sake of comparison are a
inserted in the second column of Table I.

We now plot in Fig. 9 theh(2) values versus the devia
tions from the uniform behavior (Dk values! defined in Sec.
IV. A more elaborated classification of the results depicted
this figure can be obtained through a clustering algorith
We used@11# here aK-MEANS type @30# which is a least-
squares partitioning method allowing users to divide a c
lection of objects intoK groups~e.g., see Sec. 8.8 of Re
@31#!. This clustering algorithm reveals@11# the existence of
two groups: the first group includes the four SES activiti
while the second the six ANn1 –n6, if the h(2) values of
MF-DFA ~Table I! are used.Two groups, i.e., one including
the three SES activitiesK1, K2, andU and the other con-
sisting of the five ANn1 –n5, are again found if we take into
account theh(2) values determined by the wavelet transfo
method, instead of MF-DFA~Table I!.

In summary, the following classification seems to emer
First, the SES activities, which correspond to largeDk val-
ues (Dk.0), are characterized by the strongest ‘‘memor
~largeH, close to unity!; both theirDk andh(2) values are
consistent with those expected for a critical behavior. S
ond, AN simultaneously have smallerDk values (Dk<0)
and weaker memory~their H values are markedly smalle
than unity!. Third, concerning the ICFMC, the values relat
with the closed states, which have been found@32# to exhibit
the stronger memory~between the two states, i.e., closed a
open!, seem to lie in the boundary between the aforem
tioned two regimes.

Finally, we emphasize that the randomly ‘‘shuffled’’ seri
of all the three types of electric signals investigated lead
H'0.5 ~simple random behavior! and Dk'0. These two
values are internally consistent, because in the shuffling
cedure the values are put into random order, and thus
correlations~memory! are destroyed.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Three types of electric signals of dichotomous nat
were studied: ICFMC, SES activities, and AN. Their analy
led to the following main conclusions, which simultaneous
provide rules for the practical problem of the distinction b
tween SES activities and AN~cf. the subscripts below des
ignate each class of signals!.

~1!The qth order fluctuation function̂xq&2^x&q versus
03110
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q, seems to allow a classification of the three types of sign
as follows: Forq values approximately between 1 and 2, t
curve of ICFMC lies in the boundary between the other t
types of signals; specifically, the AN have values larger th
those of the ICFMC, while the SES activities are charac
ized by smaller values, i.e.,

^xq&2^x&quSES,^xq&2^x&qu ICFMC<^xq&2^x&quAN

in the range 1,q<2 ~for the special caseq52, elaborated
in Ref. @10#, this rule revealsk1,SES,k1,ICFMC<k1,AN ,
wherek1,ICFMC'0.080).

~2!The entropy, i.e., the quantityS5^x ln x&2^x&ln^x&,
may also serve for a classification: The SES activities h
an entropy smaller than that of the uniform~u! distribution,
i.e., S,Su , while AN exhibit S values larger thanSu :

SSES,SICMFC&SAN ,

where the value ofSICFMC is comparable to that of the uni
form distribution, i.e.,SICFMC'0.096'Su .

~3!The application of the wavelet transform in the co
ventional time frame does not seem to provide a distinct
between SES activities and AN, but does so in the natu
time domain. Recall that the same conclusion was drawn
Ref. @10#, where DFA and MF-DFA had been employed. T
following rule emerges~in the natural time domain!:

HAN&HICFMC,c,HSES,

where HSES is close to unity andHICFMC,c'0.86, while
HAN<0.86.

Finally, the fact thatboth SES activities and AN~which
are non-Markovian time series, as it results from their qu
titative global measureG as well as their dwell-time distri-
butions! give @10# on short time scales a DFA exponent
<a<1.5 was illuminated in this paper. We showed that
the conventional time domain even a Markovian dicho
mous time series can, in short time scales, result ina values
in the range 1<a<1.5; in general, any signal with a hig
frequency spectrum as given in Eq.~3! will lead to the same
scaling behavior ofFDFA(Dt) for small time lagsDt.

Note added in proof.In Ref. @5#, it has already been no
ticed that the entropyS ~defined here in Sec. V! can have
useful applications to electrocardiograms~ECG!. Actually, it
has been recently shown that the standard deviationdS,
when calculatingS by a sliding window of short length, can
reveal important properties in ECG. Details will be publish
elsewhere.
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